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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

Title

222787

Product Bug

6.5

Attachments

Add attachment popup displays blank window

223133

Product Bug

6.5.0.1

Performance

Chaging the value of a tab field resulted in an
unacceptable delay to the end user

223289

Product Bug

6.5

Performance

ExtraView slowed and stopped responding to users

223228

Product Bug

6.5.0.1

Rules Engine

Business rules - load directive rules are being evaluated
too many times

223094

Product Bug

6.3.1.2

Search / Report

Different result set was observed when a user generated
a chart as a saved chart and from the chart editor screen

223304

Product Bug

6.5

Search / Report

InvocationTargetException error when running Column
report with no Sort order field and no access to ID field

225126

Product Bug

6.5.0.1

Search / Report

Exception occured when sorting report results on user
fields

225232

Product Bug

6.5.0.1

Search / Report

223221

Product Bug

6.5

Sign On

Count was not being performed on the proper hierarchy
level for pie charts in a dashboard
User timeout gave the potential for a different user to
access private data

Release Note
This was an obscure problem that only happened on a
single customer's site, where they had a very large
number of fields on their add / edit screens, with many
multi-valued popup fields, each containing a very large
number of entries and with these entries typically having
large amounts of text.
The problem has been resolved.
This was caused by Java's processing of timestamps.
ExtraView was changed internally without the realization
that timestamp handling with the Java Calendar object
became inefficient. This has been fixed.
This was observed in a very heavily trafficked system with
hundreds of users all sharing the same home page report.
The home page report displayed many attachments for
each user. This combination ate up system resources
over the course of several days, causing an out-ofmemory condition that required a server restart.
A new behavior setting named
MESSAGE_WORKER_COUNT was created to control
the system resources that affected this problem.
Load rules were being executed once for each repeating
row of data, as opposed to once per edit screen, causing
a performance problem. This has been resolved.
Both methods of generating the chart were not using the
same setting for expanded filters. These should always
be set on for charts. This was fixed and now consistent
results are seen.
This is a very unusual configuration, but prevented users
with this configuration from running column reports. This
has been fixed.
This was a bug and was fixed. The error was observed
when a user generated a column report, then clicked on
the column title of a field which had a display type of user.
Charts using hierarchical filters were not displaying the
correct results. This has been fixed.
If a user shared his computer with other users and left a
browser window open, then once that browser window
received a warning of a timeout, then it was possible for a
different user to re-authenticate, but gain access to the
first user's data. This behavior has been stopped so that
only the original user can re-authenticate in that browser
session.
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